
Pedagogical Frame 
Into the Sea brings to life the private troubles—
public issues relationship at the heart of C Wright 
Mills’ canonical 1959 text The Sociological 
Imagination. The story was crafted to complement 
the foundational paradigms taught in contemporary 
introductory sociology courses, including conflict 
theory, functionalism, and symbolic interactionism. It 
weaves together themes on family, work, gender, 
class, education, youth, rituals, risk, nationalism, 
neoliberalism, and the white bubble.

Questions to Consider
What does it mean that the novel is set 'in the glow 
of late youth'?

Go back over the lists that Taylah writes throughout 
the story. What do these tell us about Taylah's 
character? What do they tell us about the society 
she lives in?

The sea is a key symbol in the story, and in the title 
of the novel. What is the cultural significance of the 
scenes involving a 'sea' of some kind?

How do the real national and international events in 
the story impact Taylah's life? And vice versa?

Author 
Dr Ash Watson is a postdoctoral fellow at the 
University of New South Wales, Sydney. Her 
academic writing has been published in Cultural 
Sociology, Qualitative Research and the American 
Journal of Cultural Sociology. Her creative work has 
featured in a number of Australian literary journals.

Chapter lines for discussion 

Preface
Australia is many things to many people


Chapter One - New Year’s Eve
We become the stories we tell 


Chapter Two - Farmer’s Market
Taylah wants to do this, or wants to do something 
like this. She wants to have something that is hers


Chapter Three - A Funeral
Climbing up from the sand is the way Taylah’s 
always gone and so that’s the way she does it


Chapter Four - A Normal Week
Whenever you’re not distracted enough by 
whatever is meant to be coming next you can only 
feel a heat, an impatience, a frustration


Chapter Five - A Wedding
Places root in us and we carry the seeds


Chapter Six - IKEA
It’s less about liking it and more about whether it 
feels right


Chapter Seven - A Dinner Party
He emphasises them in a way they’re too used to 
hearing


Chapter Eight - School Camp
The act is so slick it’s like watching a dog swim out 
of the deep end of the pool for the first time. An act 
grown in his bones


Chapter Nine - The Beach
The buildings recede and she can see the skyline in 
a single frame rather than how she usually sees it, 
all around her, from inside


Chapter Ten - A Crisis
This is not the type of thing that happens here

Into the Sea 
A brief guide to the novel for teachers, students 
and book clubs 

Set mostly in Sydney, Australia, and in the glow of 
late youth, Into the Sea follows a year in the life of 
Taylah Brown, a twenty-five year old woman 
figuring out who she is, what she wants and who 
she might be. Visiting her family, having dinner 
parties with friends, attending a wedding and 
shopping at IKEA, Taylah’s everyday life is set 
against a turbulent background of real national and 
international events from the year 2014. 


If you’re interested in teaching the novel, 
contact the author at ashleigh [dot] watson [at] 
unsw.edu.au to access a free exam copy.
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